Introduction
Let Q be a bounded domain in the n-dimensional Euclidean space R n , n>2, with -boundary T . Let A be a uniformly elliptic operator of the form n A = LI ife ( a id (x) ¿7)-a(x) ' with a i3 (x) = a 3i (x) ' i,G = 1,...,n, a(x) >0 for x e S? and let D(u) = f^-)« This paper deals with the existence and the stability of global classical solutions of the semilinear hyperbolic equation (1) utt + 2aut -Au = f(t,x,u,Du,ut), (x,t) e 52 * (0,°° ),
(cxis a positive constant) with the initial conditions Our method of the proof is similar to [6] and consists of two parts. At first the existence of the time global solution for a linear problem with f = f(t,x) will be proven and the Fourier method will be applied. In the general case the Ficard iteration method will be used.
Let H P (C) and hJ\(£) be Sobolev spaces with the norm || • || . h and boundary f ', she has proved the existence of eigenfunctions sequence <f>^ which possesses some properties. If the following assumptions hold:
A1. & has C°°-boundary r and h.a.a^ ,i,;j = 1 are of the space C°°.
A2. a(x):»0, h(x)>0 and a(x) + h(x)>0 for xeS2 and A is an uniformly elliptic operator, then, from Ladyzenskaja's considerations, it follows that: 1) There exists a negative decreasing eigenvalues sequence j-^j which has no accumulating point.
2) The system {^j of the corresponding eigenf unctions is complete and orthonormal in L 2 (S2). Bach <f>^ belongs to K°°[Q).
3) Any ueK p (£2), p>2, is expanded into Fourier series OO u = YL, u.tf. converging to ueK p (i2).
where Xj is the first eigenvalue. 
•The last ineoualities mean that norms || • || ,
• are equivalent.
The solution u of the problen (1) - (3) is searched in the space G B {Q). For s = [jf] + 3, due to Sobolev s imbedding theory, u is a classical solution.
2. The linear case with f = f{ttx) Let us assume that
and consider the equation
If the assumptions A1-A5 hold, then the problem (1' }, (2), (3) has a unique global solution ueG s (£2) satisfying for t e H + the following inequality
17)
Mt>llp^0[e-a Ml<HIHP +IvIhM) •
where Cn is a positive constant depending on Q and n.
Proof.
We set up a solution in a formal Fourier OO series and show that this formal series k=1 K K converges in F P (Q). From the assumptions A4» A5 functions f are expanded into the Fourier series Substituting (8)- (10) into (1.'), (2) and taking an inner P product with in L (Q), due to the property 2) of eigenfunctions, we obtain an infinite ordinary differential system
with the initial data
The solution u k of the problem (11), (12) has a form -491 -
where *k 0
The formal solution of the problem (1'), (2), (3) is
Next, we want to show that ueF p (£). It is necessary to find ¿ k (t) and to examine the convergence of the series
' «sinA k (t-r)] e-01^"1 ") f k (r)dr. 4 » then the proof of Theorem 1 is similar and can be omitted.
The nonlinear case
Due to Moser's theorem (see Appendix [6] ), the following lemma holds. Lemma 
||f(t,u(t) ,Du(t) ,u(t))|| g^C^t) (||u(t)|| s + 1), H
where C^ is a constant depending on F, Q and n.
(ii) for any functions u.. e F^ satisfying || u^(t)|| S <M, i « 1,2, with some constant U there is || f (t, u.j (t) ,Du.j {t) (t)) -fit.^ttJ.DUgitJ.Ugit))!! H Basing on Yamaguchi's idea we shall use iteration method. We construct u (t,,) by an iteration scheme as follows (17) iin+1 + 2«un+1 -Aun+1 = = 6g(t,.,un(t,.),Dun(t,.),un(t,.)), n=1,2,...,
ii0 + 2ocu0 -Au0 = £g(t,.,0,0,0) using the initial conditions We must show now that |un| converges to u in G s (£>) and that ||u|| Boundeaness of |un| will be proven by the induction.
For n = 0 the equation (10) and theorem 1 imply || u, || J!' assume that ||u || for n = 1,...,k. Since ||ak|| <cM, it x r follows, by the bobolev inequslity,that
where C(s), C(s-1) are the Sobolev constants. Applying Theorem 1 to (17) for n = k+1 we have
.,uk(t,.),Cuk(t,.),uk(t,.))|| . teK + h From Lemma 1, the assumption A3 and induction assumption IKILs^» we obtain T (22) sup |j g(t,.,uk;(t,.),Duk(t,.),uk(t,.))| t€ ti"^"
The inequalities (21), (22), the assumption A4, and the definition of eQ imply the desired estimate
In order to prove the convergence of junj to u in a Banach space F s (£>) we must show that (unJ is a Cauchy sequence. Setting vn = uQ+1 -an from (17), (19), (20j we have vn + 2avn -Avfl = e [g(t,.,un(t,.),Dun(t,.),un(t,.)) + -g(t,.,un_1(t,.),Dun_1(t,.),un_1(t,.))] , vn(0) = 0, vn(0) = 0, M" + hv n|r = 0 for t6ii+ » n= 1 » 2
Applying Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 to the dbove problems and by the assumption A3, we obtain the estimate which guarantees that |un} is a Cauchy sequence in F s (S?) with 0 6(0,1) i.e. || un+1 -uj ^e||un -un_1|| for n = 1,2 i? £ Now we will prove that junj converges to u in G S (Q).
By (17), the triangle inequality of the norm and the previous properties of the operator A and of Sobolev spaces Ii s (Q), s>2, we have The right-hand side tends to zero uniformly in te R + as m,n-. This means that j iin| converges in C°(k + ,K s " 1 (Q)).
Hence iu"}cG s (£>) converges in Pi C 1 (H + ,K S~1 (Q)) to some 1 n| i=0 element u satisfying ¡lull "«M.
V/e will show that the element u is a solution of the problem (1"), (2), (3) . Because un converges to u in G s (S2), then
.,Un(t,.),DUn(t,.),un(t,.)) + + g(t,.,u(t,.),Du{t,.),u(tf.)))|| s_2«ll ii n+1" ii ll s-2 + H H + 2<4*n+1 " *Ihb-2 + H A(u n+1 " u, Hhs-2 + + e||g(t,.,un(t,.),Dun(t,.),un(t,.)) • -g(t,.,u(t,.fu(t.,.),Du(t,.),u(t,.))|| s_2< H * c ll u n+1 " u ILs The right-hand side tends to zero, so u is a solution of the problem (V), (2), (3). We shall show that it is unique in G S (Q).
Let us assume that there exist two solutions u.j .Uj e G s (£2). Setting v = u.j -u2 we have v + 2«v -Av = £g(t,.,u1(tf.),Du1(t,.),u1(t,.)) + -6g(t,.,u2(t,.),Du2(t,.),u2(t,. Since g(t,.,u(t,.) 
where C depends on e, a, A, g.
Proof.
The assumptions A1 -A4 guarantee the existence and the uniqueness of solution of the problem (1") t (2), By the Gronwall inequality, it follows that u 1£ (t,.) -u ?f (t,.
•2 e ^ c 1*1 n + -M D ,
•jD h"
-(«-tCC 2 H)t
8<
Setting t^ = min^£ Q , ^ q-^J, we obtain the desired estimate (23). xhe exponential decay in t of the difference of two solutions expressed by the inequality (23) Implies stability and asymptotical stability of the solutions of the problem (1"), (2), (3).
